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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
January 10, 1958

To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N, Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Regular Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty will be held on
Tuesday, January 14th, in Mitchell Hall 101, at 4 : 00 p .m.
The agenda will include the following items :
1.

Report by the University United Fund Committee.

2.

Proposal for revision of the hospit al-surgical-medica l
insurance program -- the Retirement and Insurance Committee. (Statement attached.)

Summarized minutes for the meeting of December 10th are
also attached.

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING

Je.Illlary

14, 1958

(StlillID.arized Minutes)
The January 14, 1958, meeting of the University Faculty was called to
order by Vice-President Castetter at 4:06 p.m., with a quorum present .
Professor Ried, for the University United Fund Committee, reported
that $6,489.25 had-been contributed by faculty and staff in the 1957
drive. The quota was $6,600.
A proposal for a revision of the University's bospital-surgicalmedical insurance plan was presented by Professor Edgel on behalf
of the Retirement and Insurance Committee. The proposed plan combines coverage for unusual medical expenses with a deductible feature
and a principle of co-insurance. Since the plan was :tu.lly described
in a mimeographed statement sent to all members of the faculty, it
will not be summarized here. Upon motion of Professor Edgel, the
Faculty voted to recommend to the administration that appropriate
steps be taken to inaugurate the group plan of major medical insurance as proposed by the Committee.
The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
January 14. 1958
The January 14. 1958. meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by Vice-President Castetter at 4:06 p.m.
with a quorum present.
VICE-PRESIDENT CASTETTER If the Faculty will come to
order. the first i tern on the ag·e nda is a report by the University Unit d Fund Committee. Dr. Ried will report for this
committee.
PROFESSOR RIED During the past fall you know the United
Fund campus drive was in charge of a Faculty committee. At
the end of the drive a report has been presented to the President and to each chairman and administrative officer. I hope
that the chairmen have brought the administrative facts to
your attention in the departmental meetings. If not, your
cha~rman has a report. I have a few extra copies here which
I will be glad to give to anyone who would like a special
copy.
Basically the results of the drive were somewhat disappointing to your Faculty committee in the fact that we did
not quite reach the quota which had been set for us by the
Co~unity Chest. The Staff and Faculty contributions to the
United Fund Campaign was a total of $6,489.25. We have
broken this down in the report so that you can see where
Y?ur money went; that is, to each agency within the Community Chest or the Albuquerque United Fund Drive. and also
the amount that went to the special agencies which you designated when you made your contribution. I don't.intend to
take very much time· but also in this report this year we
ha~e ~roken it down'according to colleges and divi~ons.
pointing up the number of contributors. the potential number of contributors. the total contributed. and the average
contribution within each college and within each division.
I think probably we should make more of this ne~t fall
when we have our next drive, but basically your committee
wanted you to know the report is ready and open for your
scrutiny; and if you have not seen the report, we will be
glad to give you a copy.
CASTETTER Do you have any questions? If not, we will
pass on to the next item on the agenda, a proposal for revision of the hospital-surgical-medical insurance plan by the

RESULTS
OF UNIVER SITY
UNITED
FUND DRIVE
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Retirement and Insurance Committee.
over.

Doctor OJncan will take

PROFESSOR R. M. DUNCAN Mr. President and member of the PROPOSED
Faculty, the present policy under which we are covered, as
REVISIO
you all know, does not include major medical expenses for pro- OF G OUP
longed illness. Some of us hav had to get insurance to cover HOSPITALthat outside of the present plan. The new plan which you have SURGICALin your hands that we are proposing today combines cover ge
MEDICAL
for unusual medical expenses together with a deductibl featureINSURANCE
characteristic of most of your automobile insurance policies
PLAN
and also the principle of co-insurance for medical expens
incurred once the deductible has been paid or in th case of
hospital expense, as you notice, the 100% coverage up to 500.
I hope you will not think it is inappropriate if I compliment the committee. This is one committee in which the
chairman doesn't do all of the work. The committee has had
to meet on a number of occasions on very short call in kind
of an emergency session, or on Saturday mornings, or even
Saturday afternoons, which are not usually considered d sirable meeting times for committees; and I would lik to read
the names of the members of the committee: Morris H ndrickson, Robert Clark, John Perovich, John Durrie, Nathaniel
Wollman, Howard Finston. and the member who really do
most
of the work, Ralph Edge!. Ralph Edge! will explain to you
the details of the plan today and answer any questions that
you may have.
PROFESSOR EDGEL Mr. Olairman and members of the Faculty, this harks back to a number of years ago. You know
I was up here in the same position then trying to explain
another hospital insurance plan to you, about ten year ago.
.
I wanted just as briefly as I could-and I a~ afraid you
will accuse me of not being brief-to do three things today.
First, a few words about the background of this new propo al,
a little bit about the reason for proposing the chang, and
then something about the result or the impact of this thing
should you approve going ahead with th proposed chang •
Some sixteen to eighteen months ago the admini!tration
.
i~augurated a review of the operati~ns ~four existing.hospital and medical insurance plan primarily to see ho_ it
was operating and to determine if there were any obv1ou
ways to reduc costs. As early as that also another develop:
m7nt took place which has led the committee to tak 7 some additional action and that is we have had recommendations by
insurance companies of two sorts--not insurance companies of
two sorts. pardon me--recommendations of two sorts from insurance companies to provide lower rates and to broaden th
coverage. Naturally, both of these things went together •.
Some of the insurance companies were sure they could provid
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our present coverage at rates much lower than our present
underwriter. and some of them proposed to broaden the coverage. In line with a very distinct trend which is taking
place in this area of industrial relations--! guess it is
industrial relations even if it is the Faculty. in this case-where employers are seeking to provide more satisfactory.
shall we say, fringe benefits. this led to a study by the
Insurance and Retirement Committee for the purpose of seeing if it was possible to broaden our coverage without an
undue increase in cost and to see if lower net rates for
premiums were available from other companies. regardless
of plan.
As a result of this study, the Insurance Committee
issued invitations to bid on four variations of a plan for
major medical insurance. We received bids from eight companies and the Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association.
After a number of sessions in which we have discussed the
pros and cons and the costs of this. that, and the other,
we have selected the plan which is presented to you in
this mimeographed announcement of the Faculty meeting.
We have secured the administration's approval for the increased cost of the employer's share, the University's
share; and we are now seeking faculty approval and staff
approval in order that we may proceed to select the underwriter, which we have not done as yet, with the belief e
had better have your approval before we start to do that
sort of thing and in the hope that we may be able to complete the installation of the plan not later than early in
May. That brings it a long way ahead; but if we are involved in as much work as we were the last time we went through
one of these things, we will have to push it pretty fast in
order to do it.
Briefly. these are the reasons for our proposing a
change. I think you have observed and will agree that
ther: has been a rather important change o~e: the past ten.
or fifteen years in the nature of costs arising out of m!dical care. Generally speaking, I think a smaller ~roport1on
of t~eatment takes place in the hospital. The~e is less
hospitalization proportional to the amount of illness.
There is much use of the expensive so-called w~nder drugs;
and there has been, of course. increased cost in all.types
of medical services. This has tended to make ~he re1mbur~ement available under our present policy quite inadequate in
many instances. There are certain inequities in a plan of
the nature of the one we have at present. For example, a
P!rson who suffers a really short period of a hospitalization, will get reimbursed, oh. possibly to the e~tent of 95X
of his expenses; whereas, a person who might be 111 fo~ a
month or two months and under a doctors care--and particularly with rather large bills for drugs--will.get n? reimbursement other than for the doctor's calls, if he 1s an
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employee. If he is a dependent, then there is no rei~bursement at all. Maybe a person needs nothing except special
nursing care and drugs, in which case the hospitalization
policy which we have pre s ently provides for no reimbursement at all . You can bring up a number of examples of
things like that, instances of that nature which have a serious financial i mpa ct upon the people treated . Our present
plan admitt edly has inadequate coverage for the dependents .
We knew it had when we started the program, but it was the
best thing we could do at t he time . There are some incidental
advantages and reasons for proposing the change , which include
a more simp lified evaluation and processing of claims .

' ., .

These are t he res~lts if the proposal should be adopted .
First , broadened benefits . Generally speaking , the broudening
of benefits consists rea lly of two essential things , one including virtua lly all medical costs in covered e penses, and
t wo - removing individual maxima . Very few costs renerally
thought of as medical expenses are not covered . For example ,
dent al and optical care are not covered . Expenses for most other
things are covered expenses , and therefore are reimbursable
subject to only two limits , a bottom limit that you must have
paid out t5o of y our own money fi rst and a top limit of ,w lO , 000
as a l ifet ime maximum . Your maximum works i n a so]Jlewhat peculiar
fashion . The maxi mum reimbursement , the standard policy ~tates ,
is $10 , 000 during a lifetime . However , at any time after a
person has received $ 10 1 000 in reimbursement , he may reinstate
the maximum upon offering s Dtisfactory evidence to the insurance
company that he is re - insurable . If we may take any c1e from the
experience we have had with our present und rwriter , they are
pretty liberal about evidence of re - insurability . The only thing
that clause is in there for , as near as I could find out , is to
protect the company against a single illness such as cancer that
might extend over several years and involve tre mendous costs; and ,
for actuarial purposes , they almost have to establish some kind
of maximum on that sort of thing o
Now , sp ecifically , the results or the differences , if
you would have it that way , between the present plan and the
proposed p lan are outlined in Exhibit A on the announcement
which was sent to you . Mr . Durrie here has more c opies if
you wish them .

I do hope you don 't have as much diffi~ulty as ~y studen t s seem to have in interpreting inf ormati on t hat is ~ut
on one piece of paper in three columns . What_I have tried
to do here in these three columns is to show in the le~t hand column items of expense , reimbursement for which is
different under the present policy than under the pr oposed
Policy . In the second column I have attempted to show
br iefly the b a sis and the amount of reimbursement undE: the
Pre sent plan . In the right - hand column , the amount which
woul d be paid under the prop o sed plan or the basis for payment .
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There are nine principal differences when we get down
here to actual kinds of benefits. Our present plan calls
for payments of $10 a day for employees and $8 a day for their
dependents up to 70 days in the hospital. That payment is for
room and board. The present plan would pay, after the 50
deductible has been paid by you, 100% of the next $500 incurred in the hospital of combined hospital, room and board, and
extra charges. Now, the reason I kept that extra charges
separate is this. We also distinguish in our present plan
between dependents and employees so far as the treatment of
extra hospital charges are concerned because that is geared
to the daily rate for room and board, being twenty times that
rate. Under our present plan you are reimbursed if you have
spent up to:$200 as an employee and up to $160 as a dependent, plus 75% of all additional charg sup to $2,500, a maximum reimbursement of $2,500.
Under the proposed plan these two things are combin d
and the first $500 after the payment of the deductible--a
it is called, that first $50--th first $500 is paid 100~
and the remaining amount 80%. This is referred to a coinsurance.
With respect to all the rest of the medical xpenses.
the proposed plan provides, after payment of the $50 deductible, that the plan will reimburse you 80%. The other items,
"C" through "I" here, are items which ar treated differently
in our present plan. With respect to surgeons' f es, w have
a scheduled amount. For a tonsillectomy. if I recall correctly, it is $35. For an appendectomy, which hits the maximum,
it is $300. Nothing above $300. Under the proposed plan,
80% after the tirst $50.
Now, you are getting confused, I will bet you, about
the first $50 because I did. The fir t $50 is applied to
each individuil if expenses are incurred for !hat ~ndividual.
In other words. if there is a four-member family, if one person there is ill, you pay out $75 in medical expenses.a~d
$50 ~f that is not subject to reimbursement. The additional
$25 is subject to 80% reimbursement. If another m!mber of
the family is ill the $50 applies separately to his covered
medical expenses.' Under our present plan assisting surgeons'
fees are not covered at all. This is a popular, I suppose,
and relatively new innovation, for it seems to me that for
the.si~plest operation nowadays the patient has to have an
assisting surgeon, I suppose he is to do what the nurse used
t~ do--"Scalpel, please." I have no idea. I k~ow the.last
time that I was in the hospital, it was a re~at 7vely simple
operation· and the doctor had to have an assisting surgeon.
He did a pretty good job the first time without one. I don't
know why he had to have an assistant the second time.
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Diagnostic X-rays and lab charges under our present plan
are covered par tially for employees only. No coverage for
dependents. There has been a lot of confusion about this because there wa s a difference in the way expenses for dependents and empl oyees were handled. At the present time for
employees up t o 50 costs for diagnostic X-rays and lab charges
will be paid. Under the proposed plan they are treated as any
other medical cos t , 80% reimbursement.
Doctors• cal l s under the present plan, $3 per call after
the second call for employees. For dependents, nothing.
Again they get the same treatment under the new plan. Under
the present plan anesthetist's fees and ambulance fees are
included as a matt er of administrative policy within the
extra hospital charges so that in effect reduces the amount
of reimbursement f or extra hospital charges. They are not
so treated here. They are treated as a separate medical
expense and subject to the same reimbursable right. Under
our present plan, of course, medicines and wheel chairs,
crutches, braces. and so forth and so on are not included.
Under the proposed plan I haven't been able to discover anything yet. but I will say virtually everything that might be
prescribed by a physician for the treatment or alleviati·on
of an illness is considered a covered expense. Private nurses
are not covered under our plan; and on occasion, of course,
can be a relatively fantastic expense.
Of course. whenever you go out to get more benefits,
you pay more for them. We weren't fooled about that. In
a sense the only reason we felt it was . necessary to bring
~he plan to you for discussion was because it involves
increased premiums and, therefore, more money out of your
pocket; and all of us are aware that the deductions are
getting to be pretty serious.
These premium rates which are given at the bottom of
the page on Exhibit A are approximate rates. They are
slightly above the average of the rates quoted by the eight
companies. As a matter of fact, these are near the top,
and the committee would feel confident that the rates would
~e somewhat less than this. We used these rates for the
illustrations simply because we did not want to be accused
of putting the thing in a more favorable light than that
in which they should be considered.
The actual rates that would be put into effe~t would be
determined at the time the plan was inaugurated simply because
each time the age or sex composition of the Faculty changes.
the rate structure becomes slightly different; but they would
~e based on rates which we have been quote~. In ?ther words,
lf the composition of th Faculty at the time we installed
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the plan were exactly the same as at the time when we submitted the information, the rates then would be exactly the
same. So these figures on costs are only approximate. and
they tend to be on the high side. Increased rates, I would
like to point out to you. don't necessarily mean incr ased
costs. In the first place, the actual volume of claims may
not be increased as much as it seems apparent from the generous benefits here. The principal reason for that is th
$50 deductible, which excludes a lot of m~ or claims that
don't amount to a total of a substantial amount but which
increase the cost of administration terrifically. More
important than that. I think, is something else that should
be considered. I think we have to recognize some principles
that are involved in any insurance plan, and I am going to
have the temerity to explain something that you may already
know better than I do. Insurance, as you all know. is a
method of sharing costs. In this case, the cost of illness
is shared between those who stay well and those who get sick.
If we all knew who was going to stay well--if I, individu lly,
knew I was going to stay well. I would be darned if I would
get any insurance. I suppose you are in the same boat. But
by pooling our resources over here into a fund we get enough
together so that those of us who do get sick are helped out
and don't get forced into bankruptcy by this illness. It
follows. of course, that only those who get sick benefit
~roman insurance program such as this. Wh~t it amounts to
is that we are willing, therefore, to substitute a known expense of so many dollars and cents per month for an uncertain
possibility of a very terrific expense that would handicap u
for a number of years, and sometimes it has been longer than
that. It is obvious then that for the person who doesn't get
sick the insurance increases his cost. Therefore, any increase 1in premium is going to increase the cost on people
who don't get sick. I want to explain that simply because
the illustration that I have here in Exhibits •a•, MCM, "D",
and NE• all show this insurance to be less costly, and it is
less costly for the people who gt sick. But let me make it
clear. t We are not trying to sell something here on fal !
ground$. However if we buy insurance to protect us against
~nusual large medical costs, then I would think that the best
7nsurance is the insurance which best protects those who get
ill.
Now, on these succeeding exhibits I would like to draw
your attention to the summary at the botto~ of the page of
each exhibit· namely that the cost of medical care under
t~e two plan~ is compar d, and the cost of ~edical care consists of the amount that you pay out ~s medical expense less
the amount you are reimbursed by the ~nsurance com~any plus
the amount you pay for insurance prem.iums. In making that
comparison in Exhibits •a• through "E, in each case your .
cost of medical care is less under the proposed plan than it

\

.
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is under the present plan; and as a general principle you
could say that in any year in which your reimbursable m dical expenses--that is. above the $50 deductibl --if your
expens s go above that $50 by more than $35, you are better
off under the proposed plan than you are under the present

plan.
Now, I am prepared to try to answer as many questions
as you want to ask. but before I do I would like just to get
the matter on the floor by making a motion that this Faculty
recommend to the administration of the Univ rsity that appropriate steps be taken to inaugurate the group plan of major
medical insurance proposed by the Insurance Retirement Committee.
·
PROFESSCR CLARK

Second the motion.

CASTETTER A .motion has been made and seconded.
ready for discussion.
PROFESSOR IVINS

We are

I have three very simple questions.
Is the 50 deductible an

I am sorry they are so simple.

annual cost?
EDGEL That is an annual cost. If you go through the
first nine months of the year and you have not used up your
$50 and then right in the last part of the year you get sick
and use it all up, the deductible is still applied over on
to the ·next year.
IVINS

Are physical examinations and check-ups included?

EDGEL Physical examinations and check-ups are not covered expenses.
IVINS What is the total cost for an employee and his
spouse. only? Would that be the sum of those first two
amounts at the bottom of the page?
EI:X3EL

Yes.

IVINS But the University pays for the employees, is
that correct?

Yes.
PROFESSCR PETERSON I would like to know if this insurance elapses with retirement?
EDGEL

EDGEL That is a question to which I can not give a yes
?r no answer. The President directed the committee to take
lnto consideration the matter of hospital insurance for retired
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employees, and the committee in issuing the invitation to
bid did not incorporate it in the plans for this reason.
We knew that it inevitably would raise the cost, and we wanted
to know under what conditions companies would be willing to
do this, if they would, so each invitation to bid carri d,
among other things that were asked, the question. •rs your
company willing to insure retired employees and on what ba is?•
The answer universally came back that the companie wer
illing to insure retired employees. and with on exception they
said this, •with either the benefits reduc d or th premium
increased." Only one company said, NWith the benefits reduced.• I mean that was the only alternative that that on
company gave. But they did not give us rates, so th thing
we hope to do is to proceed with the selection of a company
and then negotiate with that company about the matter of
retired employees.
MEMBER

r..

What is the present arrangement?

EDGEL The present arrangement does not provide insurance for retired employe s.
ROFESSOR POLDERVAART Under the pr sent plan children
between 18 and 21 are not covered. What is the statu under
the proposed plan?
EDGEL Under the proposed plan all children ar cov rd
~P to the age of 19. Between 19 and 23.they would be cov.r d
if they were full-time students. That is the only vari tion
I have been able to work out of any of the in urance compani •
PROFESSOR ADAM.S I am curious about drug expen
• For
i~stance. if you go to a doctor and he prescribes an exp nsive antihistamine for an allergy. are you reimbursed for
t~at over the period you are using the antihistamine under.
his direction? In other words do you get separate pr criptions each time that is filled: or can you have it r filled?
cl'V"~
~
L It was prescribed. and presuma bl Y you get it on
the same prescription. wouldn't you?

ADAMS

Yes.

EDGEL Yes it would be covered. There is only on
t~ing that one ~ould need to do and that is to sav t~e druggist bills which shows the~ with a given number on it to
show that the xpenditure had been made.
PROFESSOR MC MURRAY Did I understand th~t.in ca e of
t~e medicine that SO% of the cost of that medicine aft r th
flrst $50 would be borne by the insured?
EDGEL

That is my understanding.
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EDGEL

All right.

MURRAY Under the present plan our insuranc is caried only for the employee by the University. They pay that
premium, or do we pay it?
MC

EDGEL For the employee the University is paying th
premium and has be n if he has been here a year. He has to
pay his own for the first year.
One mor question. Under the propo ed plan does
the same rule hold as to employees on the payroll for one
year, if the insurance is for him only and not for his family,
then he would pay no added premium if he would lose his wife
and children, is that correct?
ADPJ.liS

EDGEL

I think that is correct.

MRS. DE DEA You said routine medical examinations would
not be included. A family who takes its child to th doctor
for a cold periodically would run up quite a bit of medical
expense for services.
EDGEL The question that was put to me was on an annual
or semiannual check-up. Each plan that I have seen specifically excludes that. However. if you go to the doctor with
an illness, it is covered and, of course. it is apparent to
all that you can be ill and need medical check-ups; and, as
a matter of fact, the insurance company representatives to
whom I have talked almost expect that that is what will happen.

PROFESSCR VERNON

Is childbirth covered by this?

EIXiEL Maternity benefits are not included in the policy.
H~wever, any complications arising from pregnancy or childbirth are covered.
VERNON

May we ask why they are not covered?

EIXiEL For two reasons.
e haven't discussed this at
length in the present committee. Its composition has changed
a little bit since the original d cision was made. _The
r!ason which the committee had was that we were trying ~o
find insurance to protect against unexpected and heavy illnesses.
VERNON I can testify that childbirth expenses a~e .
often unexpected and they are also fairly h avy, and it is
the younger people on the Faculty who can least afford th m
w~o face the problem in the main. I really think we . should
give them coverage. The younger men, I think, pay high r
premiums because of the age of the group.

•
'.
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EDGEL

Pardon me?

VERNON I think the younger men pay higher pr miums
because of the over-all age of the Faculty.
EDGEL That is probably true. I certainly don't know
how this issue should be resolved because the maternity
benefits are quite costly. As you say, of course, the younger people are paying an additional load for the older p ople.
I can't tell you how much that is in cents. The maternity
benefits the last time I remember looking at the cost was
about $1.50 a month straight across the Faculty for adding
that. Now, most of the major companies do not include it.
Most of them will add it on as a rider.
VERNON

Not for an individual Faculty member?

EDGEL That is one of the characteristics of a group
policy. Everyone has to take the same identical policy.
The second reason is that the insurance companies just don't
recommend it with the major medical.
CLARK In connection with this same question, is this
group policy exclusive? Can these people be covered under
ano~her group policy for maternity benefits. or does this
policy exclude other companies?
EIXiEL No. it wouldn't exclude other cov rage. I don't
know quite what you are thinking of there. Are you thinking
of going into the Blue Cross or something like that?
CLARK
• 0

They could carry Blue Cross for maternity benefits.

EDGEL I dontt know of any company that will write solely
f!laternity benefits because· the selection is against them. That
increases the cost
I am very sympathetic about this and I
don't know what to.do to resolve th problem.
PROFESSOR LONCriU.RST Couldn't you write it into the
policy to cover all Faculty members. say. under the age of 39?
PROFESSCR GUGISBERG If the physician prescribes the
t~eatment but the nurse gives it. is that covered? There are
differences on that point in policies.
EDGEL You are thinking of something like treatment by
a physiotherapist?
GUGISBERG
EOOEL

Or a nurse.

Is that covered?

Oh. yes. as far as I know, . yes it is.
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ject
this
ians
fair

VERNON Can I get back to childbirth again? The subinterests me. Has this committee really looked into
phase of the coverage? We refer to fertile octagenarin the law. and I am not sure that the policy is really
to these younger men without these coverages.

EDGEL I will try to answer your question. We hav not
discussed it at any great length for two reasons. One is
that most of us assumed that that issue had been decided,
and. secondly, we have be n so concerned with getting the
rest of it put together that we hav n't gone into thi. I
don't know. as I say. what is the fair solution.
PROFESSOR WOLUv\AN Ralph, could we get some expr ssion
from the group here now as to whether they want the committee
to consider that?

EDGEL This committee is a Faculty committee and I sup-

pose it should do what the Faculty wants it to do. but I don't
know that there is anvlHay to resolve it on a vote basis. ev n.
Maybe there is.
·1
PROFESSOR MOORE It seems to me that this maternity
thing has a major medical aspect to it in that protection
against major expense might be included without raising the
price too much, for example, were complications to develop.

EDGEL

The complications are covered.

MOORE

They are?

EDGEL Yes. If, for example, a cesarean is necessary.
that is covered. If, for example, the mother develops ch~onic
n~usea and vomiting and has to be hospitalized for an addi_tional period of time. that is covered. Almost any of the
complications that would arise out of a childbirth are covered
by the policy. rt is just the routine matter which, as Vernon
says, gets costly which is not included in the coverage. The
doct?rs generally.tell the expectant mother.that it is.a pr tty
r outine business when they start to get excited about it. so
1 guess it is routine.

l

DEAN WYNN I have a question. Ralph. Under the present
~olicy, as I understand it. the first two visits to the doctor
in a given illness are not reimbursable. Under this proposed
policy you could collect 80% over $50 of th total medical
expenses for the year?
EDGEL That is true. Let us say you had spent $50
already for doctors or something like that, and.you ~ad to
go to the doctor again, then. 80% of that cost is paid.
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WYNN

That is $50 per person per year?

It isn't $50 per item?
No, it is $50 per person.

EDGEL

PROFESSOR BENEDETTI Is a simple majority vote sufficient to pass this motion?
CASTETTER

I think so.

DEAN SORRELL

effect?

How many does it take to put the plan into

ElXiEL 75% of the eligible unit. That means 75% of the
employees and 75% of the employees with dependlnts. I am a
unit, and my family is a unit.
SORRELL
University?
it.

EIXiEL

This applies also to the employees of the

Yes, everybody.

CASTETTER
MEMBER

The whole staff would go in on

Are there any other questions?

Question.

CASTETTER The question has been called for.
would you please state the question.

Mr. Durrie,

MR. DURRIE It was moved that this Faculty recommend to
the administration of the University that appropriate teps
be taken to inaugurate the group plan of major medical insurance proposed by the Insurance and Retirement Committee.
CASTETTER The question has been called for. All in
favor say •aye." Opposed? The motion is carried.
d . Are there any announcements?
a Journ is in order.
CLARK

If not, a motion to

I so move.

Adjournment, 5:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

~Al.~
John N. Durrie.
Secretary of the Faculty.
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Members of the Faculty, University of New Mexico

F'RCM:

University Insurance and Retirement Committee

SUBJECT:

Proposed change in Hospital and Surgical Insurance Plan

z.

(

, ..,

~t the Faculty meeting of January J.1+,1958, the University Insurance
and Retirement Committee will propose the adoption of a basic change in our
group plan of hospital and surgical insurance. The purpose of this memorandum is to inform you as fully as possible about the nature of the proposed
plan in order that you may be able to discuss and vote upon it at the coming
meeting.
Reason for the proposal: After considerable study, the Connnittee and the
Administration a.re co;:;inced that the proposed plan will better meet the
needs of the staff in paying for large and/or unusual medical costs arising
out of physicianst care outside the hospital, other care, treatment and use
of appliances and laboratory services outside the hospital, the increasing
costs of surgery and hospitalization, and the increasing use of expensive
drugs.

LJ

The philosophy behind the proposed plan i s that staff members should
be prepared to meet normal medical expenses amounting to ;j 50.oo per person
but that they need substantial help in meeting abnormal costs of hospitalization, surgery, and medical treatment •
.N_ature of the proposed plan: The proposed plan provides for sharin~ the cost
of all_medical expenses by the insured staff member and the insurer on the
following basis:
Each individual will bear the first (;. 50,00 of medical costs
incurred. by each member of his family in any one year.
n

If the medical expenses of any insured person (employee or
member of family) exceed !'~ 50.00 durin? the year, the insurance
will reimburse him -( a) in full for the next ~500.00 of hospital co:t~ (ex·
eluding surgeon's fees) plus 80% of all additional
costs in the hospital and
( b) 80% of the costs of all other medical expenses, ii:··
eluding surgery, expenses for drugs, private nurs~ng 1
services, ambulances, most forms of therapy, physicians
calls, and so forth.
Up to a maximum of f~l0,000 reimbursement.
~~ac~p exhibits: A number of exhibits are attached which compare the beneCl s and costs i.mder our present plan with those under the proposed plan. The
t~DUnittee asks that you study these carefully in order that you may know bow
t e proposed plan will operate in comparison with our present one and be ready
0 ask questions on points that need clarification .

10

EXHIBIT A.

be

The primary differences between our present plan and the proposed one may
outlined as fallows ~
Paid U."lder

Expense Item

Paid under Proposed Plan

Present Plan

With respect to each insured
person (employee or de~&~dent),
after the insured has paid ;P 50
of medical costs, the plan will
pay up to a maximum of (;10, 000
Hospital room and board
for employees
for dependents
Extra charges in hospital
for employees
for dependents

~

~10 per day up to
8 per day up to
70 days

100% of the first $500 plus
80% of additional amounts

~200 plus 75~ of
160 plus 75% of
additional up to .

~2,000
Surgeon's fees

Scheduled amounts up\
to ~~300

Assisting surgeon I s fees

Nothing

Diagnostic X-rays and
lab charges
for employees
for dependents

Up to $50
Nothing

Doctors t calls
for employees
for dependents

80% of costs

~3 per call after
second call
Nothing

Anesthetist, s and
ambulance fees

Included in extra
charges in hospital

Prescribed medicines
a~pliances, and m~st
kinds of therapy

Nothing

Private nurses

Nothing

~hl;y premiums.

for
for
for
for

employee
spouse only
children only
spouse and children

Present Plan

$4.26
2.74
2. 78

5.67

Proposed PlaD*

,,5 .25
5.65
2.95
8.6o

Appropriate
Differences in Cost

.Ji •9S
2.91
.17

2.93

*
and the exact
These
age are appropriate rates depending on the underwriter select~d put
into force.
and sex composition of the sta~f at the time the insurance is

EXHIBIT
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B.

Example of Comparative Benefits and Costs
W1der Present and Proposed Medical Care Plans
f

Suppose that your medical expenses
in a given year are;

You would receive:
__ _ ___ _
Under the fTe-poaed Plan
After you
the Insurance

Under the
I.Present
Plan
1
1

For-You:
Hospital 28 days© $22.00
(private room)
Operating Room (twice)

--;: . 634.481

$

280.00 :d5::-- w
:ul:6:::-

:.~ 60.00

Anesthesia (twice) 50.00
Drugs
250.00
Transfusions
50.00
X-ray
50.00
Surgeon
Assistant s:1rgeon
Private nurse, 10 days
at ~20 .00
Drugs
Laboratory charges 20
at $3 .00
Wheel chair rental 2 mos.
at $15 .00

47.3.80

405.35

4?3.80

535.60

300.00

428.48
41.20

51.50

160.00

200.00

120.00

150.00

61.80

25.00

49.44

$1 ,010.35

24,72
~1,765.22

30.90
~2,1.38 .08

TaI'AL FOR YOU

$ 50.00

tor Spouse:

Em- Qb1lg_:
Doctor• s calls
Drugs

_ .....2.....
1.• 00

15 .. 45
21,00

36045

36.45

3 at $5.15

15.45

!~

TOTAL FOR CHIID

fur

2nd Child.
Doctor• s cai1s
Drugs

2 at ·'., 5.15

---- ~ L FOR 2ND CHIID
?__~~ TOTALS

10.,JO
10~00
$

I

10.30
10.00

I

20/30+·

--···$2,194.83

Your co t
t t s of medical care would be;
\ al medical expenses
ess: amoW1t reimbursed

I

I

--

--~-_:~:...._2_0.:....
•3_0_-;--- -- -- --$-1,-010,,35
$106. 75
$1,765 .22

,
$2,194.83
1,010.35

~1,184 .48
68.04

$2,194.83
1,765.22

C

429.61

annual insurance premiums
l0,3 •20
(.'
8
U
Cost of medical care
$1,252 . 52
.,p
532 • 1
llder the Pr oposed Plan after you have paid the f 1rs
· t ,··~ 50 • 00 of the i ns ured
person, s medical exi,enses ( called the ndeductible" amount)' the insurance .
Pays
(a) 100% of the next $ 500.00 of hospital expenses, except that it pays
Pl
only 80% of the charges for a private room,
us
(b)
80%
of all hosuital expenses above $550.00,
PlUs
( )
~
Becau
c 80% of all other
medical expenses.
cas:e the medical expenses for the children did not amount to ~50.00 in either
'You would receive no reimbursement for them.
Plus:

EXHIBIT c.

2

Comparison of Benefits and Cost
Present and Proposed Medical Care Plans
Suppose that your medical expenses
in a given year are:

Yo1t would receive;
__
.
the i
Under the Proposed Plan
!Present Plan 1· After you , the Insurance
!
: had paid-- j would pay-I

t Under

For You:

Hospital 10 days
Operating room
Drugs
Anesthesia
X-rays
Surgeon
Drugs

@

~15.00

$

154.50 ! ~ 100,00 :

30,00'\

~

104.50

1

100.00 \
25. 00 t/
25 ~00_,

TOTAL FOR YOU

~ 50.00

185,40 'II

185.40

H35.40

437. 75
75.00

300.00

350.20

$~2.67

0585.40

~i>

60.00
705.10

For Spouse:

Doctor's calls 5 G ~5.15
Drugs

25.75

25.75
120.00
~ 145.75

TOTAL FOR SPOUSE

76.60

2/+.25
~

50.00

v

76.60

i

Jl. 68
31.68

£.Qr Child:

Doctori"s calls 3@ ~5.15
Drugs
Surgeon ( Tonsillectomy in
Doctor's office)
TOTAL FOR CHllD
E,Qr 2nd Child:
Doctor's c~lls 12
Drugs

15.45

~5.45
12.36
$

12.36

61!80
89,61

$

42.00
45.00

@

$5.15

TarAL FOR 2ND CHIID
~ TOTALS

61.80
22 .. 00

i

86e80

II
!

i

annual insurance premiums
Cost of medical care

Note that our present plan--

2.

3•

50 .00
J~200.oo _

- 2°.d!±

$

$1,174o~U $ 630.40

total medical expenses
Less: paid by insurance

9.44
20.00

50.00

Yom• cost of medical care would be:

1.

$ 50.00

I

- --

Plus:

22.19

$1,174.81
__filOo40
$ 544.41
68.04
$ 642.45

~

837. 82

$1,174.81
837 .82
~

336 099

103.20
l:i>

440.19

On the other hand, the proposed plan,
after the insured has paid ~50.00 of
expenses-1. pays 100% of hospital charges up
reimbur liement for employees' hospital
to i500.00 plus 80% of addition:xpenses are limited to-al amounts
( ~O •00 per day
plus 75% of
r~ 00.00 extra charges
additional
2. pays 80% of surgeon's fees
imbursement for surgeon's fees is
limited to $300.00
J. pays Bo% of all other medical
there ls
· no reimbursement for drugs
expenses for both employees and
nor for doctor's calls for dependdependents
ents

J

EXHIBIT
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D.

Comparison of Benefits and Cost
Present and Proposed Medical Care Plans

You would receive~
: -- Under-the - r --tJnder -the Proposed °i?lan

~

Suppose that your medical expenses
in a ~iven year are:

-- -- ~ .

For You:

1

None
For Your Spouse ~
None
For a Child:
Ambulance
Hospital 21 da;j.rs
Operating room
Anl3sthesia
Drugs
Other

1

@

~pl5.00
J0.00-\

25. 00 ~

150.00)

i

I
20.60 I
I

324.45

278.10

65.0Q

Surgeon's fee (gall bladder)
Doctor's calls at home 10

300.00

{

at ~~5 .15

.

S;

I
I

~:,20.60
29.40

20.60
168.00

- - - - --

_ GRAND TOTALS

-

200.00
15~45
15.45
···----····· $1,205.55

263.47

225.00

240.00

-~f

Your c~~t
.m edical care would be:
total medical expenses
Less: paid by insurance
annual insurance premiums
Cost of medical care

'I

y_

__

1

--

I

--

-

I

--

636.56

__

t

! i.50.00···-~-

657~03 - ..

(.> 1,205.55
637.03
568 .52
68._,Q4
~

295.05

243.43

51.50

Pr~vate nurse 10 days at
$20.00
Wheel chair rental
....2_rutches

Plus:

_1.
I

+•sent Plan I Af'ter you the· !neuance
had paidwould J>q,.-

41.20
160.00
12.36

12.36

-~~~~.-~ {

Jl ,205.55

1,024,44
181.11

103.20
$

284.31

Whereas proposed plan would -Note that our present plan limit s rellD.bur
.
pay, after the first ~50.00 of expenses
sement to dependent I s
1
1. 100% of first $500 of hospital
• {~:;' hospital . expanses_ to-r•
expenses plus 80% of any addition')plus 75;'0
4~ .,00 per ·day
al
~160.00 extra expenses of ad~~tion2.
80%
of surgeon's fees
2
al to ~~,000
J.
8o%
of
cost of doctor 1 s calls
• for surgical expenses to :;:;300.00
private nursing
3• provides no benefits for
wheel chairs ond
doctor's calls
other appliances
private nursing
Wheel chairs or other appliances

r
EX~IBlT
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C01'J"'A1i1SON OF BEI,iEFlTS 11.NL COS1
Ph.ESENT AND PhOPOSED MEDICAL CARE l'LANS

3uppose that your medical expenses
in a given yea:r are:

For You:
Doctor• s calls 2 @ ~5.15
Diagnostj c X-ray
Drugs (prescribed)
TO'IAL FOR YOU

l9r__1nd Child:
Doctor' s calls 10
Drugs
~

_ ··- Y~u would receive: ..
Under the
Under the Proµosed Plan

I

+~esent Plan+ ~~-·;J:_ _th:~!~~~:'~~

$ 10.30

.

.
$- ·--

15.00

25.75
30.15
.;;; 66.20

For S12ouse:
Doctor's calls - 1 call
For Child:
Doctor's calls 4@ $5.15
Drugs (prescribed)
TOTAL FOR CHIID

I

I

~

I

~

15.00

25.75

5.15

20.60

20.60

1P J8e80

12.96
~) 12. 96

$ 50.00

5.15

18.20

10.30

lJ.95

i

18,20

I

$

38.80

I

I
I

i 5.15

@

Yo: cost of medical care would be:
otal medical expenses
Less: amount reimbursed

annual insurance premiums

Cost of medical care

t- ------$233. 75

15.00
~~ 218. 75

68.94

~286. 79

1.20

50.00

I

51.50
72.10
·~123g60
--1Ql'AL FOR 2ND CHILD
.TOTALS
----c...===-~~~~~ ~~~~~,t___J_l___j$~1:L.5~.(X)-!:::!_.
$233. 75

flus:

I

I

i

_j_.iQ,_OQ.

; 143.S5

27.68
t

28 88

l_ 71.8
qp2J3 .75
\i.>

rffi
.9
lOJ.20

.;i,265 . 71

thOf course, if you have no illness in your family, the proposed plan will increase

of medical care
With even minor medical bills, however, your cost of
;~~al care may be redu~ed by the proposed plan, as is shown in the above e~ibit.
ua Y !ear in which your rej_mbursable medical expenses (expenses above the .... so.OO
b educt1.ble11 ) are more than .-$ 35 •00 , your costs of medical care would be reduced
y the proposed plan•
8 .cost

